The work reported in this paper recognises that the traditional close association between components and a fixed route utilising a set of machine tools can no longer be relied upon as an appropriate basis for deciding component similarity and partitioning components into families in modern manufacturing applications. A new methodology for describing the capabilities of machine tools and machining facilities using generic capability units termed 'resource elements' is reported. REs are used to capture the processing requirements of components, assessing their similarity and a fuzzy grouping procedure is used for simultaneously grouping components and machine tools for cellular manufacturing applications. The reported results show that the use of resource elements leads to component groups that are more compact with better matching between processing requirements of components and the capabilities of the machine tools selected for their processing compared with the conventional machine-based approach.
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A variety of approaches have been used for defining component similarity, partitioning components into part families and the definition of the manufacturing cells to be used for their manufacture. These are normally referred to in the literature as 'part' and 'production methods' oriented approaches (Gupta 1993) . In the 'part-oriented' approach, component functionality and its design features are considered the predominant attributes when deciding similarity between family members (Kusiak 1990 ). The lack of explicit manufacturing information is one of the major drawbacks of this approach when attempting to group components for manufacturing applications such as cellular manufacturing. In the 'production methods' oriented approach, component process planning information is first analysed and the machines used for part processing recorded and used as basis for clustering components into part families. This approach is found to be more effective in manufacturing applications and several theoretical platforms have been utilised to develop grouping algorithms based on this approach (Srinivasan and Narendran 1991) .
There is an inherent inaccuracy in the component processing requirements when expressed by component routeings of machine tools-a representation which is used in the majority of the cell formation methodologies (Kang and Wemmerlov 1993) . Two assumptions are common when defining component similarity based upon their processing routeings: (1) each component has a single (preferred) routeing of machine tools to be used for its manufacture; (2) components are considered similar as long as they visit the same machine tools.
The first assumption is fast becoming inappropriate; many modern manufacturing facilities contain a variety of alternative machine tools with similar and overlapping capabilities able to produce a wide variety of components using alternative processing methods. Moreover, the advances that have been made in developing generative process planning systems (Chang 1990 , Gindy et al. 1993 ) capable of generating alternative processing routes for components and using multi-optimisation criteria to select from amongst alternatives, has made the predetermination of a single 'preferred' routeing increasingly inappropriate. The selection of the final component route may in many cases be determined by other factors such as scheduling and production planning constraints which determine machine availability.
The advent of modular, multi-axis machining centres and generic machine tools capable of processing an extremely wide variety of component geometries, have led to a dilution in the concept of similarity between the components if it is defined on the basis of commonality of the machine tools that the components visit. For example, generic machine tools, known as Hexapods (Variax 1994) are capable of machining components almost independently of their geometric shape. In such cases, claiming that the components that visit such machine tools are similar is almost meaningless, and the second assumption is certainly inappropriate.
The aim of the reported research is to provide an improved formalisation model for component processing requirements and machine tool capabilities to support the decision making processes relating to cell formation. The work recognises that the traditional close association between components and a fixed route utilising a set of machine tools can no longer be relied upon as an appropriate basis in deciding component similarity and partitioning components into families in modern manufacturing applications. A generic representation of the form-generating capabilities of the machine tools is used to provide a discriminating basis for capturing the processing requirements of the components and assessing their similarity. The approach is based on using 'resource elements' 3 as generic capability primitives which capture the exclusive and shared capability boundaries between machine tools.
A fuzzy grouping methodology is used for concurrent component and machine tool clustering for cell formation. The methodology is based on the extended fuzzy C-means algorithm and cluster validation measure (Gindy et al. 1995) . Component groups are created using resource elements which define their generic processing requirements. Machining cells are formed by selection of 'optimum' sets of machines matching the 'resource element' requirements of each component group.
The theoretical basis of the research is described in § 2, the grouping methodology is outlined in §3 and case examples to demonstrate the approach are provided in § 4.
Basic definitions
In this work, the processing requirements of components and the capabilities of machine tools are related to three basic levels. At the first level, 'form generating schemas' are used for representing the form generating capabilities of machining processes, used for component manufacture, at a level that is independent of the machine tools and machining facility used for process execution. The second level of abstraction is the machining 'operation' where machine specific attributes are attached to form generating schemas to relate them to the variety of machine tools that may be utilised for their execution. At the third level, 'resource elements' are used to relate both the form generating schema and operation levels to the processing system (machining facility/cell) in which they are used.
Form generating schema and machining operations
A form generating schema (FGS) is a technologically meaningful combination of a cutting tool of specific geometry, a set of relative motions between a part and the cutting tool, and the typical levels of technological output associated with using that combination of tool and relative motions. Form generating schemas therefore act as basic capability patterns that can be used for describing the individual/group of machining operation(s). An example of a form generating schema for face milling is shown in Fig. 1(a) .
Machining operations (e.g. drilling. reaming, taper turning, etc.) describe how a form generating schema is executed on machine tool. They therefore inherit the attributes of the FGS they originated from and the division of motions between a part and the cutting tool from the machine tool used for their execution. A target machine tool performing an operation also provides the specific levels of technological output (e.g. surface finish, tolerances etc.) to be attached to the machining operation.
Based on the above definitions of FGSs and machining operations, a form generating schema can be considered as the root of several machining operations. It is a generalised representation of machining operations which use the same cutting tool type and legal sequence of relative motions between a part and cutting tool. Hence, machining operations are considered similar if they originate from the same form generating schema regardless of the actual machine tool used for their execution (see Fig. 1(b) ).
Resource elements
The group of machine tools contained in a manufacturing facility/cell are described using a 4 set of resource elements (RE). Each RE represents a collection of form generating schemas and is such that the exclusive and the shared capability boundaries between all the available machine tools contained in a manufacturing facility are uniquely identified (see Fig. 2 ).
Resource element R i in R is formally defined as:
Figure 2. Diagrammatic representation of machining facility using REs.
where R is the overall capability of the machining facility and f k is a FGS, which is part of the capability of the machining facility. Equation (1) represents two conditions: (1) REs are mutually exclusive (zero intersection between REs); (2) form generating schema can belong to only one RE.
Resource elements are machining facility-specific capability units which capture information relating to the distribution (commonality and uniqueness) of form generating schemas among the machine tools included in the machining facility definition. 
Capability representation of the machining facilities
The overall form generating capabilities contained in a machining facility can be defined as:
where f i (i= 1, 2, ... , n) are individual form generating schemas, and F is the full set of FGS performed by the machining facility. A machine tool is presented by the set of form generating schemas, as generalised patterns of the machining operations the machine can perform. The capability of an individual machine tool Mk in a machining facility M can, therefore, be represented by a vector:
where
The resource elements which describe the capability of a machining facility are defined using an iterative clustering procedure where each resource element is considered as a group of form generating schemas which appear together, with the same level of membership in each machine. For each two form generating schemas f p and f q in F:
Form generating schemas either appear always together in each machine tool or neither of them is present. The procedure starts by clustering of each two form generating schemas in F (satisfying equation (5)) and gradually increasing the size of clusters until all possible combinations of form generating schemas are considered. The result is a definition of a finite set of resource elements which describe the shared and exclusive capabilities contained in the machining facility.
Each resource element R j is represented by the vector:
where r ij is defined as:
The uniqueness of the resource elements is described by:
where N is the overall number of resource elements in the machining facility. Equation (7) guarantees that each form generating schema f i in F belongs to only one RE and that there is no overlapping between the RE.
As an example, Fig. 3 shows the processing capabilities of a vertical machining centre in terms of its form generating capabilities and resource elements. The capability of the machining centre is defined first as a set of form generating schemas which are then grouped into three
REs when the overall capability of the machining facility is considered. Although an RE can be attached to several machine tools in a cell, a form generating schema can belong only to one RE and a machine tool has to be capable of carrying out all the form generating schemas of the REs associated with it.
The steps involved in dividing a machining facility into a set of resource elements can be summarised by the following algorithm:
Step 1. Define the full set of form generating schemas F.
Step 2. Define the capability of each machine tool using FGS.
Step 3. Select FGS f r .
Step 4. Select f i (j ≠ i).
Step 5. If m ik = m jk for each machine M k (k = 1, 2,…, m) then cluster together f i and f j
Step 6. Repeat steps 3, 4, 5 for all i,j = 1, 2, …,n.
Step 7. Define each cluster of FGS as a RE.
Step 8. Using the clusters of FGS, represent each machine as a set of REs.
2.4.
Mapping of component set into RE space During process planning, the processing requirements of each component can be described by a set of resource elements needed for its completion. Components are represented as vectors and a component set is formally mapped into the RE Euclidean space Ҩ such as: 
Partitioning of a set of components into part families is based upon optimising the division of components into a number of groups, where the set of resource elements used to represent each group describes the processing requirements of all the components belonging to the group.
Cell formation methodology
A diagrammatic representation of the overall strategy for the formation of machining cells utilising resource elements is shown in Fig. 4 . A feature-based component data model is used to describe the component level data. Each component in the target set is represented by both its constituent form features and feature connectivity describing the relationships between adjacent component features (Gindy 1989 , Gindy et al. 1993 .
The first step in the cell determination process is a work content analysis phase which leads to the determination of the processing requirements of the target components. Work content analysis is based on attaching alternative feature technological solutions (TSFs) to each component feature. TSFs are generalised processing solutions for component features where each TSF is represented by the set of form generating schemas which are capable of producing the feature geometry and technological requirements (Gindy et al. 1993) .
In order to provide a machine-independent but facility-specific description of the processing requirements of components, the machine tool data base, describing the available machine tools, is analysed and the capability of each machine represented as form generating schemas. The algorithm outlined in § 2.3 is then applied to divide the capability of the machining facility into resource elements and each TSF represented by the resource elements needed for its completion. An algorithm based upon minimising the variety of resources needed for each component is used for optimising the resource set required for processing each component.
The output of the work content analysis phase is the total set of resource elements required
for processing the target components.
Cell formation
The component-to-cell allocation methodology adopted in this work is based upon a modified fuzzy clustering approach with validity measure (Gindy et al. 1995) . The grouping objective is to optimise the partition of the component set into a number of groups of maximum compactness and minimum capability overlap. The validation measure R corresponding to this objective-see equation (10)-ensures that the similarity between the components belonging to each group is maximised and the capability overlap between the machine tools attached to the component groups is minimised (see Fig. 5 ).
where λ, is the measure of group/cell compactness and r represents the level of overlapping between the groups/cells. Cell determination is based on divisive fuzzy algorithm which starts with two seed component groups and continues iteratively to modify the division of the component set into groups until a 'stop value' is reached beyond which further division of the component set is considered unprofitable. The validity measure is utilised for two purposes: (1) optimising the allocation (distribution) of components to the different groups ('stabilising the groups'), and (2) optimising group partition in terms of number of groups/machining cells. In the first case validity measure is calculated using REs (denoted as R r ), while in the second case the validity measure is machine-based (denoted as R m ) (see appendix A). At each iterative step, components are clustered on basis of their processing requirements in terms of REs. The centroids of component groups describe the sets of resource elements required by the components in each group and component groups are considered stable and that 'optimum' partitioning has been achieved once the value of R r reaches a minimum. Tl -turning I; T2 turning 2; T3 -turning 3; B2 -boring; D2-drilling; D3 -drilling/ reaming; M2-milling; S3 shaping; G1 -grinding; S2 -slotting (vertical shaping). The final decision for selection of the actual machine tools allocated to a manufacturing cell is influenced by many factors (cost, batch size, availability, variety, processing cycle times, flexibility etc.). To illustrate the approach, the current work adopts a simplified decision making strategy aimed at minimising the variety of machines allocated to each machining cell. Accordingly, during cell formation preference is given to machine tools which contain the highest number of resource elements required by the components in each group. The machinebased validity measure R m is calculated at each iterative grouping step and is used to measure the quality of the clustering that is achieved.
A detailed summary of the full grouping procedure is given in the appendix A. A simplified numerical example is also included to illustrate the steps involved in the grouping procedure. For further details and background explanation of the algorithm refer to Gindy et al. (1995) .
Results
In this paper, the ceil determination methodology is illustrated using a sample set of 120 components of similar work envelope and a variety of machining requirements selected from the manufacturing database of a large industrial company. The sample components are currently machined in a machine shop containing 45 machine tools. Based on an analysis of process planning information, each component was initially represented by both the set of form generating schemas and machine tools required for its manufacture.
The capability of the machine shop was described using 9 resource elements following the algorithm outlined in § 2.3. The machine tools and their associated resource elements are shown in Table 1 . In advance of applying the grouping procedure (see appendix A), each component was represented by the sequence of REs required for its processing as shown in Table 2 .
The results of the cell determination methodology are summarised in Table 3 . The 'best' partitioning occurred when the component set is divided into 4 groups coinciding with minimum compactness and repetition measure R m = 0·52. R m decreases monotonically when the component set is divided into more than 5 groups. This is, therefore, considered as the value beyond which further grouping is considered infeasible (Xie and Beni 1991) . The functional capability requirements of the defined cells, represented in terms of REs, and the actual machine tools allocated for component processing are shown in Fig. 6 .
To provide a comparative evaluation of the resource element-based approach to grouping Table 3 . Cell formation results for 120 components using resource element concept. tasks proposed in this work, and the conventional approach based upon machine incidence, the sample components were also grouped based on the machine tools actually used for their processing. The machine-based grouping results are shown in Table 4 and Fig. 7 . The component-machine incidence information was based on processing routes selected by process planners and actually used for component processing and the same grouping algorithm used as in the case of RE-based grouping. Experiments based on samples of 200, 400 and 600 components were carried out in order to investigate the differences between the cell formation using RE-based and machine tool-based grouping. The results of the experiment are shown in Figs 8, 9 and 10.
Discussion
Traditionally, component processing requirements are described by the sequences of machine tools required for their manufacture. The significant increase in the capabilities of modern machine tools has made this level of abstraction not discriminating enough for use in many manufacturing applications. The machine-based formalisation of manufacturing information does not take into account the scope of the capability of modern machine tools and which part of it should be the real target for processing individual components. Machine tools which appear in the component routeing information, in many cases possess extra capability over and above what is strictly needed for component processing. An example of such a case is when machining centres are selected for manufacturing simple components which do not require the utilisation of their full capabilities. At the 'whole' machine level of abstraction it is impossible to identify, measure and therefore utilise the extra unused machine capability. As a result, opportunities for optimising the utilisation of resources when processing several components may be lost.
The specific characteristics of the manufacturing system are also one of the important aspects which are not fully taken into account if the capabilities of machining facilities is represented as a 'whole' machine tool. Every machining facility is unique in terms of the exclusive and shared resources contained within its boundary. The flexibility of a manufacturing system is dependent, more than anything else, upon number of repeated resources and the similarity and uniqueness of its resources. This information is much more meaningful and is better decided at the sub-machine tool level.
One of the difficulties experienced when judging component similarity during grouping for cell formation is that component process planning information is normally route-dependent. Machine-based similarity definition is influenced directly by the specific machines selected by the individual process planners and alternative routes are not normally considered. The resulting definition of component similarity is therefore fuzzy and possibly inaccurate. Resource elements can be considered as generic capability units which allow sub-machine representation of component processing needs and therefore a greater level of detail in representing manufacturing information. This finer assessment of component processing needs should enable better capture of the generic similarity between components which also take into account the specific characteristics of the machining facility in which components are manufactured. The RE-based similarity definition is route-independent and is directly related to the capabilities of the available machine tools in a machine shop. RE-based component group formation therefore should lead to more compact component groups and less repetition of the manufacturing resources needed for component group manufacture. Tables 3 and 4 show the RE-based and machine-based grouping results respectively. From the tables it can be observed that the 'best' group partitioning has not changed; the minimum value of (R m ), in both cases, still occurs when the component set is divided into 4 groups. However, a closer look at the compactness and repetition measures show that the RE-based groups are more compact (group deviation λ = 0·52 compared to 0·84 in machine based cell determination) with less repetition of the machine tools required for group processing (no repetition r = l using REs compared with 2 repeated machines r = 0·94 when using machines).
This can be attributed to the fact that the machine tools allocated to components during process planning are selected individually for each component without due consideration of the processing requirements of other components that may be clustered with it into a group. This leads to less commonality overall between the resources allocated to the component groups. The result is that components belonging to a group have less similar machine-based routes compared with the results produced using REs. The machine-based component groups have a higher component deviation from group centroids, i.e. they are less compact than their resource elements-based counterparts. Cells formed on this basis are, therefore, less compact, often containing machines which are not used to their full potential capability leading to lower utilisation of cell equipment.
In contrast, RE-based grouping allows machine tool selection to be carried out after clustering the components into groups based on their generic processing needs. A clear advantage of adopting this approach is that machines are selected with knowledge of the collection of resources elements required by component cells, at every iterative step of the cell definition procedure. Machine selection therefore reflects not only individual component requirements, but also takes into account the collective requirements of all the components clustered into a group. As a result, the defined machining cells are more compact, reflect better the processing needs of the group members and should lead to fewer machines and higher utilisation of the equipment selected for the cell. Figure 8 shows the results obtained from RE based and machine based grouping for component sample sizes of 200, 400 and 600 components. In all cases investigated the cells formed using resource elements have lower values of the validity measure R m compared with the cells formed based upon machine incidence.
As expected, increasing the component sample size increases the number of resulting component groups and leads to changes in the cell content (the machine tools allocated to each cell). The increase is not proportional, the number of cells defined for 120 and 200 components remains 4 cells while the number of cells defined for 400 and 600 component samples increases to 6.
Comparing the cell content defined for the various component sample sizes (see Figs 6, 9, 10) it can be observed that there are broad similarities between the defined cells. Cells no. 1 for 120 and 200 components are identical and increasing the sample size to 400 components changes the cell content only by one machine tool.
Research is ongoing to widen the scope of the investigation to include statistical experiments to investigate the influence of the component variety, sample size, and the number of available machine tools in the manufacturing facility during RE-based cell formation. What can be stated, based upon the results to date, however, is that the number of cells defined using resource elements is either equal to or lower than the number of cells defined using machine tool based component routeings. The lower number of cells is due to the fact that components are initially partitioned based on capability requirements thus providing more accurate assessment of the cell boundaries. In contrast, when machine tool based component routes are used for cell determination, the cell boundaries inherit the inaccuracy of the machine selection process performed at the process planning stage and hence they may include unused machine capabilities.
The advantages of using generic representation of component processing requirements in cell formation are further underlined by comparing the 'optimum' number of cells (see Fig. 8 ).
Resource elements provide better correlation between the component processing requirements, number of cells and number of selected machine tools. The overall number of machine tools required by each component sample increases with the number of cells rather than the number of components in the sample. For 120 and 200 components the number of machine tools is the same (14) while the number of machine tools for the set of 400 components is higher (21). In contrast when the grouping procedure uses machine based component routeings the number of machine tools is pre-defined and is not related to the number of cells or to the level of similarity between components.
The RE level of representation of machine tool capabilities and component processing requirements can also be utilised to achieve better integration between manufacturing applications. For example if process planning is performed at the full machine tool level, then a cell scheduling system can only relate to this level of detail. On the other hand if process planning is done at the resource element level, then the cell scheduling can be performed in the knowledge of the common and repeated RE distributed in the manufacturing system. Taking into account the extra alternative routes that may be available for part manufacture would allow better cell performance.
Conclusions
In this work, a new methodology for representing manufacturing information at submachine capability level which utilises generic capability units termed 'resource elements' is presented. The concept of resource elements allows the processing requirements of components and the capabilities of machine tools and machining facilities to be described at a greater level of detail than the conventional machine-based approach. Being machine independent and facility specific, the resource element provides a useful level of abstraction for different manufacturing applications. It allows better discrimination in determining the processing needs of components and higher accuracy in matching them to the capabilities of machine tools, taking into account the characteristics of the machining facility to be used for their manufacture.
A cell formation approach utilising resource elements as basic grouping primitives is proposed. The approach allows component groups to be formed based on generic component similarity in terms of processing requirements described by resource elements. Representing the component group requirements and the capabilities of the machine tools by resource elements provides a basis for selecting the most 'appropriate' machine tools for each component group. The results of the comparative evaluation of the RE-based grouping and the machine-based grouping shows that the use of RE as the primary grouping attribute leads to component groups that are more compact with better matching between the processing requirements of components and the capabilities of the machine tools selected for their processing.
Work is ongoing to widen the scope of the research and investigate the applicability of the resource element concept in other manufacturing applications particularly as an integrating framework for process planning and scheduling systems.
Each successive group centroid is defined by finding the most distant component to the already selected clustering centroid:
Thus, each cluster prototype is guaranteed to be the data point which is less likely to be clustered to any of the existing grouping prototypes and therefore is most likely to be a natural concentration point.
Step 2. Update the fuzzy membership function. The distribution of components around grouping centroids is based on the fuzzy function μ ij representing the degree of membership of component C i to group centroid G j :
where m is the total number of groups.
The component membership function is defined as:
where e 2 (C j , G i ) is an Euclidean norm of component vectors C j and group centroids G i and f > 1 is the fuzziness index (Bezdek 1980) .
Step 3. Update the grouping centroids G r . Vectors, describing fuzzy grouping centroids G i (i = 1, 2.... , m), are defined based on the frequency of appearance of different resource elements in the components belonging to the group. Their coordinates g ij are defined as membership functions of the resource elements, indicating their affinity to different groups:
where ik is defined as the weighted sum of the component coordinates representing machine k and belonging to group i:
Step 4. Compute compactness and repetition validity measure R r -based on REs. Optimum partition of components into groups is reached when maximum group compactness and minimum group overlapping is achieved. This is indicated by a minimum value of the RE-based validity measure R r , defined as ratio of the average compactness of components in the groups λ (calculated using REs) to the repetition of the resource elements r attached to that group.
The average compactness of the partition is defined as:
where λ j measures the component deviation of each group:
and q j is the number of resource elements belonging to group G i (number of the coordinates in the centroid vector g ij > 0) and n j is the number of components belonging to the group. The overlapping of the grouping centroids, measured by the RE-based repetition measure r, is defined as: (18) where g ij is membership function of resource element R j to group G i .
Step 5. Define the optimum partition for the current number of groups. Steps 2, 3, 4 and 5 are repeated updating iteratively group centroids and membership functions until the value of RE-based validity function R r for the current number of groups is no longer decreasing.
Step 6. Select machine tools for each cell. Machine tools are selected using a set of preferences in accommodating the resource elements representing the capabilities of each cell. Following the selected strategy, each machine is evaluated in terms of the number of REs common to different group centroids. Machines are then clustered around the group centroids, substituting correspondent REs. The process is based on substituting the maximum number of REs at each step by including the most capable machines. The procedure is completed once all REs representing the processing requirements of the component partition are substituted by machines.
Step 7. Calculate machine tool based validity measure R m . Each partition is assessed using machine tool based validity measure R m : =
where compactness λ and repetition r are the same as in equations (16) and (18) Vol. 34, No. 3, pp727-752, 1996 25 calculated based on the machines selected for each cell.
Step 8. Increase the number of groups m = m + 1.
Step 9. Repeat steps 1-8 until m = m 0 (stop-value).
A number of heuristic methods can be used to determine the stop-value beyond which the grouping is not feasible. One of the possible methods is to define the optimum value for R m for m = 2, 3, ... , n-1, and select the starting point of monotonically decreasing tendency as the maximum group number to be considered (Xie and Beni 1991) .
Step 10 Step 6. Cell 1 (Machine tools: 4, 7)
Step 7. R m = 0.27
Step 8. Number of Groups: m = m + 1
Step 9. Repeat steps 1-8 R m = 0.31 (3 groups) R m = 0.19 (4 groups)
Step 10. Select best partition: Partition with 2 Groups/Cells
